For the numerical simulation of sheet metal forming processes, the commercial finite element software packages are among the most commonly used. However, these software packages have some limitations; in particular, they essentially contain phenomenological constitutive models and thus do not allow accounting for the physical mechanisms of plasticity that take place at finer scales as well as the associated microstructure evolution. In this context, we propose to couple the Abaqus finite element code with micromechanical simulations based on crystal plasticity and a selfconsistent scale-transition scheme.
Introduction
Although commonly used for the simulation of sheet metal forming processes, the traditional commercial finite element (FE) codes have several limitations. These restrictions are mainly related to the built-in constitutive models, which are essentially phenomenological thus not accounting for the physical mechanisms of plasticity and the underlying microstructure evolution.
To overcome some of these limitations, an alternative would be to couple these FE simulation codes with micromechanics-based behavior models. The latter are generally based on crystal plasticity, for the single crystal constitutive equations, and a scale-transition scheme (e.g., the selfconsistent model), for the overall response of the polycrystalline aggregate.
In the literature, several attempts have been made in order to implement constitutive models based on crystal plasticity into each integration point of FE calculations for numerical simulation of metal forming processes ( see [1, 2, 3] ) and the study of cyclic loading on polycristal (see [4, 5] ).
For strain-rate dependent constitutive models, we can mention, among others, the recent works by Segurado et al. [6] , who embedded the visco-plastic self-consistent formulation in implicit finite elements and by Zhang et al. [7] , who proposed an effective semi-implicit integration scheme for rate dependent crystal plasticity using explicit FE codes.
However, the main drawback of such direct coupling approaches is the computation time that is relatively high. In fact, the CPU time in a polycrystalline model is generally proportional to the number of constituent grains (it also depends on the constitutive law adopted for the crystallographic slip), and this model is called at each integration point. Accordingly, the CPU time required for FE calculations based on a polycrystalline model is extremely high as compared to that associated with a phenomenological model.
For the above-mentioned reasons, another strategy is proposed in the current work, in which the polycrystalline model and the FE simulation codes Abaqus and LAM3 will be coupled in an indirect way. This technique will be applied to simulate rolling processes, at different reduction rates, and to estimate the evolution of the mechanical properties. By following some appropriately selected strain paths (i.e., strain lines) along the rolling process, we are also able to predict the texture evolution of the material as well as other parameters related to its microstructure.
Constitutive model
Micromechanical modeling used for this study is based on the work of Lipinski et al. [8] on elasto-plasticity of metals at large strains.
First, it is necessary to specify the assumptions on which the behavior of the material at the grain scale is based. The single crystal constitutive law is assumed to be elastic-plastic, with the plastic deformation only due to crystallographic slip; the other modes of inelastic deformation, such as twinning or phase transformation, are not taken into account in the scope of this study. The local incremental elasto-plastic constitutive law is defined by means of the tangent modulus l relating the nominal stress rate n to the velocity gradient g : n = l : g (1) The above velocity gradient is the sum of the total strain rate d and total rotation rate w which are respectively the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical part of the velocity gradient g . The latter two parts can be further divided into an elastic part with the superscript e and a plastic one with superscript p . The plastic parts (plastic strain rate and plastic spin) are related to the slip rates g γ by: 
where g R and g S denote, respectively, the well-known symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of the Schmid tensor associated with a given slip system g. A rate independent regularization law [9] is adopted for the determination of the slip rates:
where gg H is the self-hardening term, 'tanh' denotes the hyperbolic tangent function, and 0 k , 1 k , 2 k , ref τ , and ref τ are numerical parameters associated with the regularization function (see [9] ). The expression of the elasto-plastic tangent modulus is then derived as follows (see [10] ): given by Eq. (4). gh δ are the components of the identity matrix, whose size is the current number of active slip systems. C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor and σ σ σ σ the Cauchy stress. The evolution law of the critical shear stress, in terms of the slip rates, can be expressed as follows (see [10] ):
where α is a constant related to the stability of dislocation configurations, µ is the shear modulus, gh a is the anisotropy interaction matrix, nslip is the number of slip system, h ρ is the mean dislocation density for slip system h, c y is the critical annihilation distance of the dislocations and g L is the mean free path of the dislocations on the slip system g given by nslip h h 1,h g g moy 0
where moy D represents the average grain size and 0 g corresponds to the parameter related to the dislocation storage.
To derive the overall response of the polycrystalline aggregate, the self-consistent scaletransition scheme is used (see [8] for more details). Accordingly, the macroscopic behavior law linking the macroscopic fields -nominal stress rate N and velocity gradient G -by means of the yet-unknown macroscopic tangent modulus L has the same incremental form as that of the single crystal (Eq. (1)):
These macroscopic fields (i.e. velocity gradient and nominal stress rate) are defined as the volume averages of their microscopic counterparts:
v v
Indirect coupling strategy applied to the polycrystalline plasticity model
As discussed before, we adopt a strategy of indirect coupling [11] between the FE codes Abaqus and LAM3 and the polycrystalline plasticity model, which has been described just above in section 2. This consists in performing the following steps:
An initial FE calculation that simulates a forming process. In this preliminary simulation, the material parameters are identified with a phenomenological law. At the end of this preliminary phenomenological FE simulation, the loading history at some appropriately selected material points is recorded. Then, the above-extracted loading history will serve as prescribed loading for the subsequent simulation, which is based on the polycrystalline model alone (i.e., outside of the FE environment).
In what follows, we will denote by 'FEC path' the loading path that is extracted from the FE calculation, and by 'Linear path' the monotonic or sequential loading path that is applied directly to the polycrystalline model (i.e., without using any preliminary FE calculation).
Applications

Indirect coupling: Application to simple loading paths
For the simulation of simple loading paths in the FE code Abaqus, the eight-node reducedintegration C3D8R element is used. Also, the material behavior is taken elasto-plastic with isotropic hardening, with the hardening curve given experimentally. For the polycrystalline model, the identified material parameters are reported in Table 1 . where 0 τ is the initial critical shear stress, 0 g the parameter related to the mean free path of dislocations, c y the critical annihilation distance of dislocations and moy D the average grain size. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , we compare the polycrystalline model results corresponding to two different ways of prescribing the loading path, namely the loading path extracted from the preliminary FE calculation 'FEC path', and the direct application of propositional loading path 'Linear path'. Then, these polycrystalline results are compared to experimental data and Abaqus calculation.
For the four strain paths reported in Fig. 1 , namely uniaxial tension, plane strain tension and Fig.  2 , namely simple shear, and Bauschinger (reverse) shear, the results of the polycrystalline model are the same for both definitions of the applied loading path, i.e. 'FEC path' and 'Linear path'. This allowed us to validate our numerical algorithm. The difference between Abaqus results and those of the polycrystalline model is attributable to the material behavior adopted in the FE calculations. In the latter, the hardening is assumed isotropic, while the actual material anisotropy is accounted for in the polycrystalline model along with the associated texture evolution. 
Indirect coupling: Application to rolling skin pass processes
The mesh of the metal sheet and the roll are represented in Fig. 3a , while the strain lines are defined in Fig. 3b . Note that the rolling calculations are performed using the finite element code LAM3 with stationary method. Once again, the material behavior is assumed elasto-plastic with isotropic hardening, with the hardening curve given experimentally. where 0 τ is the initial critical shear stress, 0 g the parameter related to the mean free path of dislocations, c y the critical annihilation distance of dislocations and moy D the average grain size.
In Figs. 4 and 5 , we compare, on a skin pass process, the polycrystalline model results corresponding to the two above-described techniques of loading path application, namely the indirect coupling strategy with the associated loading path extracted from the preliminary FE calculation 'FEC path', and the direct application of propositional loading path 'Linear path'. These polycrystalline results are also compared to the LAM3 FE calculations (see Figs. 4-5 ). Fig. 4 , we can observe that the indirect coupling method along with the associated loading path allows us to follow the strain evolution of the material under roll gap, while the linear loading path method only gives a rough approximation of this evolution. Similar observations can be drawn from Fig. 5 , where the indirect coupling method is shown to provide stress evolutions in better agreement with the LAM3 FE results. The difference between the polycrystalline model results and those yielded by the LAM3 FE calculations is also due to the fact that in the latter, the material is assumed isotropic, while in the former, its anisotropy is accounted for along with the associated texture evolution. 
Conclusion
In this work, we developed a method of indirect coupling between the FE codes Abaqus and LAM3 and the polycrystalline plasticity model. This method consists in performing a preliminary FE calculation, from which the loading history at some appropriately selected material points is extracted and recorded. The latter will serve to define the loading path to be applied in the subsequent polycrystalline model simulation.
In order to validate this strategy and the associated numerical algorithm, it was first applied to simple loading paths (uniaxial or plane strain tension, simple or Bauschinger (reverse) shear) and then to more complex strain paths that are extracted from skin pass rolling simulations. It is shown that the indirect coupling strategy has several advantages. As compared to a linear loading path method, it can adequately represent the phenomena that occur in a metal sheet under the roll gap. However, the drawback of this coupling is that it relies on a preliminary FE calculation, in which the material behavior is represented by a phenomenological law. Accordingly, the accuracy of the subsequent micromechanical simulation will depend on the choice of the earlier phenomenological model.
In future works, the texture evolution of the material throughout its loading history will be compared to experimental results.
